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whine the seIrliconductor band gap is pm t.u I bee]. A spcctroscc)py of valc]lce band str uctul e
IIlay a.lsc) be peIfol ~nc(l with )111]’;hl techlliqucs, but utilizing ballistic holes as a probe.
Since nlost p- type Larriels arc relativdy low, ballistic hole spcctIoscopy has lcquired the
dcvclc)pnlc)lt of a low- telnpm atu~e IIltl’;hf a])]) aIatus. ‘J’his apparatus has ill tuTJl enal-dcd
a stuc]y of intelfacc prcq)ertics with tcullpcvatulc, which provides fulldanlc]lta] insights into
intcnfacc fo)mation nlcclla]lis]lls,

‘J’hc i]lvcstigaticm of carrier i]ansport is also c)f great impox tancm in scdicl- state ]Jlysics,
ancl carrier scattering in materials donii]latcs t]ansport propcItics. }llcltM is a valuable
technique for the stucly of ha.llistic transpcn t and intwfacc st] uctuIc, but it dots not
directly provide a means for an analysis of the c.arricrs which scatter in t}m base elcctrodc
and a~c IIOt collected. llowe.vcr, a related tcchniquc provides a direct spectroscopy of
electron and hole scattering. ‘J’his lnethod is sensitive to the carrier- carIicr scattering,
and allows the first direct probe of the scco~lclary carriers crcatcd by the scattcwing
process. As a spectroscopy of scattming, it is colr~]dcrricntaTy to 111’; EM, since it provides
a way of analyzing
spcctroscopics.
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the

carI-icIs which scattmr, a~ld arc not olmrvcd by the ballistic

ScatteriIl& phcno]ncna ill lneta]- scmliconductor systcllls h a v e Lmn

invcstip,atcd, and a theoretical trcatlncvlt foI the COIICMXI c.urI mlt has LCCII dcvclopccl
which yields cxcellcmt agrccmmt with cxlm]iIncnt.

‘J’hc ohscrvcd llla~nitudcs o f the

cur]cnts indicate that the carI-icl-- carric]- scattcv-ing prcjcms is dominant in ballistic carricx
t] aJlspoI t.

IIIH{;M has bccII applied tc) really illtcrfacc syst,cvris, an(l ilnportant examples will h given
in this chapter.

A thcorctica] frarncwmk fm

this kchni

quc, ancl for th(! coIrcsponclin.g

ballistic hole process, will be prcscntcd; this theory provides an cxccl]cmt description of
expel-imcntal results. ‘1’hc theory which has IJCCII dcvclopcd for cal-ricu- carxicl scattming
spcct] oscopy will also bc dcscrilmc].

Nx]mil]lcntal Incthods particular to IIW;M and

I elated

llot}r spectroscopy and i]naging of interfaces is

techniques will be discussed.

possiMc with ballistic electron and ho]c pIobcs, and exa)np]cs of each will bc rcvicwcd.
‘J’hc initial application of the new scattering spectroscopy will bc prcscntcd, as well as
preliminary results on the dcpcmdcnce of interface properties on tcmpcraturc.

2.

‘1’n130RY

IIallistic electron emission microscopy may bc understood by using a. simple theoretical
model, which may be built upon to include nlorc complicated proccsscs. The essence of
the model is the description of the phase space available for interface transport. The
simplest case to consider is that of a smooth inte.rfacc, which dictates conservation of the
component of the elcctro]l wave vector parallel to the intcrf’ace (transverse to the interface
normal) kt. Conservation of total energy across the interface provides a scconcl constraint
on transport. The process is visualized in Figure XX(3). q’his diagranl may be taken to
rcprcscnt, a simplified rrlctal/scll]ico]l(lucior intcrfacc systcm.

A particle incident on a. simple potential step, with total energy in excess of the step
height,

loses a portion of its kinetic cmcrgy as it crosses the step, duc to a reduction in kx,

the component of k normal to the intcrfacc.

If the particle is norlllally incident, the

A

direction of propagation, k, is uncha.ngcd. No] the case of incidcncc at a non- mo angle to
A

the

norlnal, however, consc:vaticm of kt dmands that k changes across the i]ltcrfacc; i.e.

the particle is “refracted”. If the angle of incidence is greatm than some “cl-itical angle”,
the particle is not able to cross the interface and is reflected back. ‘J’his critical angle may
be expmscd as
I& ltF- eVb
2
sin UC = -—.. .-—
],;

(I)

where the particle total energy in the base is N and the step height is I’;F-i CVL.

The situation becomes somewhat more complicated for real band structures, if the two
regions have dispersion relations which ale dissimilar.

In this case, the normal and

parallel components of the problem are no longer trivially separable. In par titular, if Rx is
the energy associated with k,, l~x>I!F-I eVl, is no longer the condition for collectio]l. A
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change in effective mass) or in the location of the conduction band minimum within the
IIrillouin zone, alters the critical angle conditions.

Nor zone centered conduction band minima in both the metal and semiconductor, we can
define this critical angle with respect to the interface normal, in terms of electron energy in
the base and the potential step EF+eVb, as
mtf
lt~-lt~- eV ~
2
sin OC = -El ------------------------------ -----m ~f
xi
N-1 in - .:::: ] ( 1’;- ~~~- Cvb)
[
‘xi

(2)

-

where mx i and Inti arc the components of effcctivc mass in the metal normal to and
parallel to the interface, respcctivcl y, and mxf and m ~f arc the corresponding masses in the
semiconductor.

Nor evaporated metal base layers which are polycrysta.lline or of

ill-defined orientation, the approximation of an isotropic free--clcctron mass for the base is
made, and the expression rcduccs to
m~
FeltF– cv~
m
e(V–-Vb)
2
sin OC = ------- -—- --------------- -== -‘t -- —------ —----–
),;
m
11”1
13 F-{ Cv

(3)

where the second equality is for an incoming electron with 1’: == EF+eV and m is the free
electron mass.

This expression, plotted in Figure XX(4), predicts that, for Si(100) or

GaAs, with a small component of effective mass parallel to the interfa.cc and for e(V–Vb)
< 0.3 eV, this critical angle is less than 6 degrees. Critical angle reflection has important
implications for the spatial resolution of interface characterization, since only electrons
incident on the interface at small angles can be collected. Thus single scattering events
may decrease collected current, but should not degrade spatial resolution, For a 100 ~
base layer, at least 20 ~ spatial resolution is expected.
6
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The electron injection into the sample by tunneling is treated using a planar tunneling
formalism.

This description provides simple analytic expressions for the (E, k)

distribution of thetunnelix~g electroris and forthetotaltur~ne1 current. Current across the
metal/semiconductor interface is then calculated based upon this initial distribution, by
considering the fraction of the total tunnel current which is within the “critical cone)’. The
vacuum barrier is taken to be square at V=- O; the WK1] form of the tunneling probability
I)(EX) is thus written as

I)(l!!x)

= (

~ . ..?#n
exp -txs(FJF+@– Cv

(4)
)

— 1.024 eV ~2. Tunnel current is given by the standard expression
where a = (8m/h2)”2 --

It == 2e

_d-3~ ])(~X) VX [f(]+;)’- f(~+ev)]
3
LU (27r)

(5a)

which may conveniently be expressed in terms of integrals over F,x and F,t:

(5b)

where C = 4mne/h3 and the integration is over all tip states with EX > 0, Itx is the
energy associated wjth kX and ltt is that associated with kt. (lt will be convenient in the
following discussion to express energies with reference to the bottom of the tip conduction
band.) The Fermi function f(E) is defined as

f(l:)

(6)

‘[’+-,XP[-*-)]-l
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k'orsimplicity, thetipand base aretaken to be identical free-electron metals, which will
be the assumption for the remainder of this chapter. At T = O, therefore, the appropriate
states occupy a half-shell within the tip l?errni sphere between E = E~-eV and E = 11~,
as illustrated in Figure XX(5).

A similar expression may be written for the collector current, with the allowed phase space
within the tip determined by the critical angle conditions. For the case of mt lCSS than m,
these restrictions on tip states are

Et < m :mt

Ex 2 11~ –

(Ex-EF+e(v---vb)]

e(v–vJ

(7)

(8)

where ~* is the Fermi energy of the tip, Taking the equalities as limits Ittmax and 13 Xn’i”,
collector current can be expressed as
\
‘C=RC jd~x’’(~.)?~~(f(~)-f (~+-’v)l
Exmin
o

(9)

R is a measure of attenuation due to scattering in the base layer, which is taken to be
energy-independent for these energies. If Vb >> kT, as with all examples discussed in
this chapter, the second Fermi function f(13-tcV) may be neglected. In both Equations
YY(5b) and YY(9) the integrals over Et may be performed analytically; for T = O, this is
true also of the integrals over EX.

Equations YY(7) and YY(8) define a hyperboloid in tip k-space, as shown in Figure
XX(5). The integration is performed over this hyperboloidal volume, with the cutoff at
higher energies provided by the Fermi function f(E) centered at thetip Fermi level. The
threshold shape of the BEEM IC–V spectrum is determined by the behavior of this
k--space volume with voltage, which in turn is determined by the dispersion relation of the
collector conduction band. A parabolic conduction band minimum and the assumption of
kt conservation across the interface therefore result in a parabolic threshold shape to the
IC–V spectrum. A similar treatment for IC can be derived for the case of rnt > m.

BEEM spectra are conventionally obtained with the STM operating at constant tunnel
current, which normalizes the collected current to the tunnel current and linearizes the
13EEM spectrum. In addition, this normalization removes the lowest order effects due to
structure in the tunneling density of states which may obscure interface structure.
Equation YY(9) for IC contains factors of s, the tip–sample spacing, which changes with
tunnel voltage at constant It. Therefore Equation YY(9) will not describe accurately an
entire IC–V spectrum.

This effect may be included within the theory in two ways.

Equation YY(5b) for It(s,V) may be inverted to give s(It,V), which is then inserted into
Equation YY(9). In practice, this inversion must be done numerically; in addition, the
prefactor C, which includes effective tunneling area, must be known, The second methc)d
is to treat s as a constant SO, but to normalize IC(SO,V) by It(sO,V) for each voltage. This
requires only that the tunnel distn”bution be relatively insensitive to small changes in s.
For the barriers considered here, this assumption is valid, producing errors only on the
order of a percent. The expression for IC then takes the form

9
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w

f
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L

J(
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— ._..
‘c=R’t ‘~:j, ~(EX) ~ydE, [f(~~)
o

-

)
(lo)

‘@+ev))

0

Oneconsequence of the critical angle effect istlLesensitivity of BEl~Mto higher minimain
the collector conduction band structure, rather than just the lowest minimum which
determines the Schottky barrier height. This is due to the opening of additional phase
space for electron transport as electron energy exceeds each minimum in turn.

This

capability is enabled by the control over injected electron energy provided by BEEM.

The conduction band minima of a particular semiconductor are not in general
zone-centered; however, the critical angle restrictions are unchanged provided the
minimum is ‘ton—axis”, e.g. a (100) minimum for a (100) surface. The above phase space
requirements are therefore appropriate for a metal on Si(l 00) or Ge(l 11 ), although the
wave function coupling into these minima may be different. For GaAs of any orientation,
off–axis conduction band minima must always be considered.

Similar critical angle

requirements exist for these off–axis minima, with the center of the critical cone located at
an angle to the interface normal given by

EOt
2
=
sin 00 ‘––— )
l?~+eVb

h2k&
~ot e -—..—
2m

(11)

and kot is the component parallel to the interface of kO, the location of the minimum.
Off–axis minima may be included in the treatment for BEEM, although they do not
provide an analytic expression for IC within the theory discussed here. This case is of
10

great importance, however, since collection viathese minima provides a powerful probe of
fundamental quantities such as the (E, k) tunneling distribution, momentum conservation
at the buried interface, and carrier scattering.

‘l’he foregoing discussion has assumed that all electrons incident on the interface within
the critical angle are collected. This classical assumption may not be appropriate for
abrupt interfaces, where quantum–mechanical reflection (QMR.) must be considered. In
this case the integrand of Equation YY(9) must be multiplied by the quantum–mechanical
transmission factor appropriate to the potential profile of the interface.

Using the

approximation of a sharp step potential, this factor may be written as
kXf
~;
rnXf
———
k . kXf2
=+-—
rnXf1
‘=iInXi
k xi

-—

(12)

where kXi and kXf are the components of k normal to the interface in the base and
collector, respectively. in terms of energies referred to the tip conduction band minimum,

l’=

I

( ~x+ev)(~x+ eV-E~- eVJ
m ~ i=~–——
— .—
—
— .__.
Ex+eV+ ~x+ e v-}~~- evb
——
—. ..-— —
m xi
rnxf

‘[r F

1

2

(13)

which increases as (V–vb) 1’2 for V close to the threshold Vb. In the limit of a smooth
potential transition from meta,l to semiconductor, T approaches a step function, and the
regime of (V–Vb) 1’2 behavior becomes small. Alternative expressions for c)ther potentials

11

may also be used.

The analyses of data in this chapter do not include

quantum–mechanical reflection terms, although later discussions of ballistic hole spectra
will address this point further.
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3.

HOLE THEORY

The previous section dealt with the investigation of ballistic electron transport and its use
as a probe of interface conduction band structure. It was mentioned in the Introduction
that n–type semiconductors are necessary for electron collection in order to repel the
carriers away from the interface into the collector and prevent leakage back into the base.
It is possible to use ballistic holes, however, as a probe of valence band structure. The
unique aspects of ballistic hole spectroscopy will be discussed in this section.

The implementation of ballistic hole spectroscopy using 13EEM techniques is shown in the
energy diagram of Figure XX(6) for the case of a metal/semiconductor sample structure.
Here, a p–type semiconductor serves as a collector of ballistic holes injected by the STM
tip. The tip electrode is biased positively; since injection is through a vacuum tunnel
barrier, the injection process must be treated in terms of electron tunneling from the base
to the tip. This tunneling process deposits ballistic electrons in the tip and creates a
ballistic hole distribution in the base. These distributions are illustrated in Figure XX(6).
‘l’he hole states retain the same E and k which they had when they were occupied. Note
that, since the tunneling is strictly by electrons, the energy and angular distributions of
the ballistic holes are determined by the vacuum level.

The distribution is therefore

peaked towards the base Fermi level.

As a positive voltage is applied to the tip, ballistic holes are injected into the sample
structure, As in the ballistic electron case, collector current is zero until the voltage
exceeds the barrier height; at higher voltages, collector current increases. It is apparent,
however, that the peaking of the hole distribution toward the base Fermi level introduces
an asymmetry between the ballistic electron and hole spectroscopes. This asymmetry is
shown in Figure XX(6). In BE13M, the portion of the hot electron distribution which is
13

eligible for collection is toward the higher energies, where the distribution is maximum.
Forthecase of holes, thetail of thedistribution is collected. This asymmetry introduces
a corresponding asymmetry into a ballistic hole spectrum, as will be discussed later.

The threshold behavior of the ballistic hole 1 ~–V spectrum, however, is the same as for the
case of BEEM. For a hole barrier at EF~Vb, the critical angle condition, iS
eVb-E
mtf ——.EF--2
——
...
s i n OC = m
m ~f
xi
E + ~ -- :E ) (EF- eVb--E)
(

xi

(14)

ti

which may be compared with Equation YY(2). For the case of an isotropic free-electron
mass for the base, the expression reduces to
mt E~– eVb–E
In t e(v--vb)
2
——. =: -— .—
s i n OC = —m
E
m
EF--e V

(15)

the second expression being for an incoming hole with E = E~--eV. The ballistic hole IC–V
spectrum threshold has a (V--Vb)2 dependence, in agreement with the ballistic electron
case, although the appropriate k–space volume of integration is over states in the base and
is quite different from the electron case, as illustrated in Figure XX(7).

4.

SCATTERING SPECTROSCOPY THEORY
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THEORY FIGURES

Figure 1

Energy diagram for BEEM of a metal/semiconductor Schottky barrier
system. (a) Applied tunnel voltage of zero. (b) Applied tunnel voltage eV,
in excess of the interface barrier height Vb. For this case, some of the
injected electrons have sufficient energy to enter the semiconductor.

Figure 2

Example of a theoretical BEEM spectrum at T=O.

Such a spectrum

displays a threshold at a voltage equal to the interracial barrier height Vb.

Figure 3

Schematic diagram representing a particle incident on a potential step of
height E~+eVb, with an initial energy E in excess of this step height. There
exists a critical angle OC such that a particle incident at an angle in excess of
this value is reflected. For an angle of incidence less than OC, the particle is
transmitted, but is refracted as it crosses the interface.

Figure 4

Plot of Equation YY(3) representing the case of Au on n–Si(l 00). For this
case, eVb = 0.8 eV, E* == 5.5 eV, and ret/m = 0.2.

Figure 5

k–space diagram representing the free--electron Fermi sphere of the STM
tip, for the case of electron tunneling from tip to sample. For an applied
tip–-sample voltage V, states within the shell delimited by E~ and E~-eV,
and with kx > 0, are eligible to tunnel, If eV > evb, a subset of these
tunneling electrons, defined by a hyperboloid in k–space, satisfy phase space
conditions for collection. These volumes are shown here,

Figure 6

Energy diagrams of ballistic electron and ballistic hole spectroscopes. (a)
15
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In ballistic electron spectroscopy of interface conduction band structure, a
hot electron distribution is created, of which the most energetic electrons are
available for collection.

(b) With ballistic hole spectroscopy of interface

valence band structure, a hot hole distribution is created in the base by
The least energetic holes are eligible for

electron vacuum tunneling.

collection by the semiconductor valence band.

Figure 7

k–space diagram representing the free-electron Fermi sphere of the sample
base, for the case of electron tunneling from sample to tip. For an applied
sample–tip voltage V, states within the shell delimited by ]tF and EF4V)
and with kx > 0, are eligible to tunnel. If eV > eVb, a subset of these
tunneling electrons, defined by the intersection of an ellipsoid and a sphere
in k–space, create holes which satisfy phase space conditions for collection.
‘1’hcse volumes are shown here.
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5.

EXP13RIMENTA1,

The experiments described in this chapter have been performed using a standard STM
which has been modified for the particular requirements of BEEM. The most important of
these requirements will be discussed in this section.

BEEM is implemented here is a three-terminal experiment; in addition to maintaining tip
bias and a single sample bias, individual control of two sample bias voltages is required.
This entails controlling base and collector voltages while measuring currents into each of
these electrodes.

The sample stage on the STM provides contact to both base and

collector as shown in Figure XX(l). The sample rests on three iridium pads, one of which
touches and provides contact to the base electrode, Contact to the collector is by spring
to a back ohmic contact on the semiconductor.

The arrangement requires only minor

modifications to the existing S1’M design. The STM design has been discussed in detail
previously. Au tips were used for all measurements.

The IC–V spectra were obtained at constant tunnel current using standard STM feedback
techniques. The value of the tunnel current was normally 1 nA. This method has the
advantage of linearization of the acquired spectra, as mentioned in the theoretical
discussion. All imaging was also performed at constant tunnel current. This maintenance
of gap spacing during imaging avoids artificial variations in collector current which would
result from changes in tunnel current as the tip is scanned across the surface,

Due to the necessity for measuring small collector currents, a high–gain, low–noise
current preamplifier is used, a schematic of which is shown in Figure XX(2).

The

amplifier provides a gain of 1011 volts/amp in four stages. The reference input of the
amplifier is attached to the base electrode and is maintained at ground potential.
17

Collector current is measured with zero applied bias between base and collector. !l’he
effective input impedance of the amplifier is about 10 0, which is much smaller than the
zero bias resistance RO of the cliodc, which, for reasons discussed below, is always greater
than about 100 kfl. This low input impedance prevents leakage back into the base of
electrons which enter the collector. Note that a measurement of collector current by the
usc of a series resistor would require such a resistor to be at least 108 0 for adequate
sensitivity; this large resistance would cause difficulties due to this same leakage back
across the interface.

q’hc current amplifier has an inherent input noise, necessitating a large sample source
impedance across its terminals. An amplifier input noise of 100 nV/~~ across a source
impedance of 100 kfl produces a noise current of picoamps, w}lich is on the order of the
signal to be measured.
signal-t o-noise.

RO must cxcccd this impedance value for adequate

R.O may be increased either by reducing the interface area or by a

reduction in temperature. The former method is required if RO is low duc to ohmic regions
at the interface. I)ow temperature mcasurcmcnt is more effective for samples where RO is
small due to a low intcrfacial barrier height and a consequent thcrrnionic current. in the
thermionic emission approximation, the differential resistance at zero bias can bc written

‘
where

0=
[$3”=0=

PA1-lexp(cvJkq’)

(16)

A* is the Richardson constant and u is the diode junction area. Diode areas arc

approximately 0.1 cm 2; this requires, at room temperature, a Schottky barrier height of at
least 0.75 eV, A reduction in temperature from 293K to 77K lowers this value to about
0.2 eV. ‘l’his dependence of lowest measurable barrier height on temperature is plotted in
Figure XX(3). To obtain an equivalent capability for low barrier height measurements, a

18

reduction in diode area by more that a factor of

1010 would

be required. In addition to the

increase in resist ante, low--temperature operation provides increased energy resolution for
interface spectroscopy, due to a narrowing of the Fermi edge of the tip. A decrease in
Johnson noise of the large tunneling gap resistance also results.

A low–temperature 13EEM apparatus, designed for operation at 77K, was developed for
use with low–barrier–height interface systems.

‘l’his includes most important p–type

Schottky barriers; 77K operation was therefore required for ballistic hole spectroscopy.
All p–type Schottky barrier characterization discussed in this chapter was performed at
77K; for purposes of comparison and for improved energy resolution, selected n–type
samples were also characterized at low temperature. Operation at 77K was accomplished
by direct immersion of the STM head in liquid nitrogen, with the entire BNEM apparatus
enclosed in a nitrogen–purged glove box.

3

-3

Sample substrates consisted of both Si (11=2x1 015 cm- or p=3x1015 cm ) and GaA.s
-3

(n=3x101b cm ) wafers of (100) orientation.

M}3F_grown GaAs(100) layers (n=5xl Olb

crn”3 or p=3xI Olb cm-3), 1 pm thick, were also used. Si substrate cleaning was by growth
and strip of a sacrificial thermal oxide followed by growth of a 100 ~ thick gate oxide.
GaAs substrate cleaning consisted of solvent rinsing followed by three chemical oxide
growth/strip cycles, terminating with the growth of a protective oxide layer. Final sample
preparation was performed in a flowing nitrogen environment, using a non-aqueous
spin-~tch for removal of oxides prior to metal base layer deposition.

Samples were

transferred directly into ultra–high vacuum without air exposure. All san-~ples discussed
here utilize Au base electrodes. Chamber base pressure was 10 ’11 Torr, and was typically
-9

10 l’orr during Au deposition.

Unless otherwise stated, Au thickness was 100 ~ as

determined by crystal oscillator thickness monitor.

19

Completed samples were characterized by conventional I–V and transferred by load lock
into a glove box which is under constant purge by dry flowing nitrogen, where
measurements were performed. The glove box also serves to shield the apparatus from
light. Light shielding is important during data acquisition, since photocurrents generated
by normal laboratory lighting can be orders of magnitude larger than currents due to
collection of tunneling electrons. Checkout of the collector current circuitry and sample
contacts is conveniently accomplished by admitting a small amount of light into the box.

20
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EXPERIMENTAL FIGURES

Figure 1

BEEM sample mounting schcme. The sample rests on three iridium contact
pads over an apertureon aquartz mounting plate through which theSTM
tip protrudes.

one of these pads contacts one end of the base electrode,

which is evaporated in atwo-lobed pattern. l’unneling is into the other lobe
of the base. The collector current is measured through a back–side ohmic
contact.

Figure 2

Schematic diagram of the preamplifier circuit used for measurement of
collector current. An electrometer-grade amplifier, the OPA--]28, is used
fortheinitial gain stage. Total gain isl 011 volts/amp.

Figure 3

Minimum measurable barrier height versus temperature calculated from
13quation YY(16)for n--Si(100). ‘1’hccriterion for measurement by IlltEMis
RO == 100 kfl, as discussed in the text. For this calculation, A* = 252
2

A/K2/cm2andt hediodearcais 0.1 cm .

21
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6.

13ENM SPECTROSCOPY RESULTS

BEEM has been applied tornany different interface systems. Examples will bc given in
this chapter which illustrate important aspects of BEEM capabilities.

The simplest application of 13EEM is to the Au/n-Si(100) SB interface system. Au/Si is
important from a device standpoint, and it is known to provide high-quality interfaces
and reproducible barrier heights.

Figure XX(1) illustrates a representative IC–V

spectrum. A theoretical spectrum which was fit to the data is also shown. The agreement
between theory and experiment is excellent; fitting was performed by varying only Vb and
R. The vacuum gap parameters used for all Au/n-type semiconductor IJEEM data are @
==3eV, s= 15 ~ and are not varied during fitting, These values may not be precise, since
the theoretical spectrum is not sensitive to small changes in @ or s; in addition,
non–parabolicity of the semiconductor conduction band should add additional curvature to
the 13EEM spectrum at higher voltages, which may appear as a change in the effective
barrier parameters. These considerations, however, do not change the quality of the fit to
the threshold shape or location.

Only the on--axis X minimum is considered when

calculating theoretical spectra; the angles of the critical cones for the off–axis minima are
so large (about 43 degrees) tha,t the tunneling formalism which is used does not provide
appreciable current into these large angles.

It can be seen that the threshold shape is especially well fit by theory, and that the
predicted quadratic behavior is present. A much more sensitive test of this a.grcement
may be performed by a comparison of the derivatives, dIC/dV, of the experimental and
theoretical spectra. These are shown in Figure XX(2) for the spectra in Figure XX(1),
This agreement provides a powerful test of the assumptions made in the 13EEM theory.
In particular, kt conservation dictates a quadratic threshold.
22

The removal of this

conservation law at the interface can be simulated theoretically by allowing all electrons of
sufficient total energy to be collected. The shape of the spectrum generated by such an
assumption is drastically different from that of the conventional theory. In particular,
such a spectrum displays a linear threshold, in contradiction with experiment.

Fcw

comparison, the best fit of such a spectrum to the data of Figure XX(1) is shown in Figure
XX(3); the disagreement is pronounced.

Several observations may be made concerning the spatial variation of Au/n-Si(I 00)
spectra. Many individual spectra were obtained for many samples, reflecting a small
spread of Schottky barrier heights, from 0.75 eV to 0.82 cV. The variation in R values
was also small, with differences bet wcen spectra of no more than a factor c)f three. Some
level of variation in the magnitude of IC (of which R is a measure) is expected from
variations in base electrode thickness from point to point. This homogeneity has been
probed directly by BEEM interface imaging, and will be discussed in the next section.

one capability which IIEEM provides is the ability to determine attenuation lengths of
hot carriers in metals and semiconductors. This method provides a straightforward way
of determining attenuation lengths which are not weighted toward the thinnest base
regions, as would be the case for conventional measurements on large area interfaces. The
simplest experiment consists of measuring collector current as a function of base
thickness, The effective attenuation length is then given by

Ic == 10 e-tfx

(17)

where t is the base thickness and A is the attenuation length. Complete IC–V spectra of
Au/n–Si(100) were obtained and fits performed to obtain R values, which provide a
voltage–independent measure of the magnitude of of IC. A semilogarithmic plot of R
23

versus t is shown in Figure XX(4). The expected exponential relationship is apparent,
and the derived attenuation length is 128 ~. TO obtain the data points which are shown,
the R values of many spectra were averaged at each thickness and different samples of
each thickness were fabricated, in order to account for spatial variations of base thickness
about its average value. Note that this yields a true average which does not weight thin
base regions more heavily than others.

While Au/Si provides

an interface that is relatively well-characterized,

the

Au/n–GaAs(100) interface system is considerably more complex. In addition to the direct
minimum at I’, the conduction band has two satellite minima, at the L and X points of the
zone. In addition to the more complicated conduction band structure, reproducibility of
interface characteristics is known to be difficult. A representative 13E13M spectrum and f~t
to theory are shown in Figure XX(5). In this case, the data is fit with a three–threshold
model, in which three separate R values are also allowed to vary.

Vacuum barrier

parameters @ = 3 eV and s = 15 ~ are also used for this case.

The multiple-threshold nature of the Au/n–GaAs spectrum is clear; the derivative of
data and theory, given in Figure XX(6), makes the three thresholds even more apparent.
A free fit of the threshold locations yields Er--lt~==0.89 eV, EI,–Er= 1.18 eV, and
EX–E~= 1.36 eV. These values are in agreement with the accepted relative locations
131,-Er=0.29 eV and EX–13r–
–0.48 eV. The relative R values for the three minima indicate
a somewhat wider angular distribution than planar tunneling predicts, since the critical
cones for the L minima are at about 36 degrees. ‘l’his may be due to the tunneling process
or to elastic scattering of the electrons in the base, although the expected R values ale
complicated to calculate without knowing details of the scattering. For this case, also, the
off–axis X minima are neglected, due to the large angle for the critical cones of about 55
degrees.
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Au/n–GaAs(100) interface, for which a typical image pair is shown in Figure XX(9). The
variation from dark to light in the interface image represents about two orders of
magnitude in collected current; the precise ratio is difficult to determine, since there is
virtually no detectable current within the darkest areas. This large range of intensity
values is typical of this interface system, and is too great to be explained by a simple
thickness variation of the base electrode.

Moreover, the variation in intensity is due

primarily to a variation in R rather than to a change in threshold. Spectra taken within
lower current areas where there is enough signal to determine thresholds do not indicate a
systematic relationship to threshold position.

It has been demonstrated that interfaces formed both on melt–grown and MBR–grown
GaAs substrates exhibit this heterogeneity, indicating that bulk defect density does not
play a large part in the presence of this interface disorder. The heterogeneity also persists
over a wide range of surface preparation conditions. Chemically cleaned GaAs substrates
which were exposed to air prior to Au deposition exhibit this behavior; a careful chemical
cleaning of the GaAs substrate in flowing nitrogen gas followed by direct transfer to the
Au deposition chamber also produces such interfaces, even though XI’S shows them to be
oxide–free. This is an indication that the interface defect structure is not simply the
result of surface contamination.

GaAs is known to dissociate at the interface of a Au/GaAs contact; while the Ga is
soluble in Au and tends to migrate to the Au surface, As is insoluble and remains at the
interface.

These low--current areas actually dominate the Au/GaAs interface, and are

interpreted in terms of interracial islands of As created by GaAs dissociation and Ga
migration. The experimental results indicate that this diffusion process dominates the
interface formation process in the Au/ GaAs(100) system.
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The spatial variation of spectra for the Au/n–GaAs(100) interfaces much greater than
for Au/n–Si(100). Measured SB heights for Au/GaAs range from 0.8 eVto l.OeV. In
addition, the range of R values is as much as two orders of magnitude, much greater than
can be explained by a variation in Au thickness. This heterogeneity y was also probed by
interface imaging, and will be addressed in the following section.

7.

IMAGING RESULTS

Interface imaging is made possible by the capability of the STM to scan a tip across the
sample, and by the highly localized electron beam which is injected by the tip. The
correspondingly high resolution at the interface has already been discussed theoretically.
An interface image is acquired simultaneously with an STM topograph by measuring IC at
each point on the surface during the scan, while at a tip bias voltage in excess of
threshold. Examples of the experimental results will be presented here.

It was mentioned in the last section that IC-V spectra for Au/n–Si(100) show only a small
variation from point to point. This variation was probed directly by BEEM imaging, and
a representative surface topograph and interface image for this system are shown in Figure
XX(7). The average value of IC over the image is 18 pA, while the RMS variation is only
0.7 pA, which is on the order of the noise level in the acquisition apparatus. This image
therefore represents an extremely uniform interface.

Spectra were acquired at several

locations across the image, and these spectra are plotted in Figure XX(8). The average
value of IC for these spectra at the imaging voltage of 1.5 V is 18.0 pA, in good agreement
with the image average. It is notable that the dependence of the collected current on the
surface Au topography is quite weak.

In marked contrast to this uniformity is the heterogeneity observed for the
25

8.

HOLE SPECTROSCOPY RESUI,TS

Ballistic hole spectroscopy was first performed on the SB systems which were previously
probed by BEEM, allowing a characterization of the interface valence band structure of
these structures.

As mentioned in the theoretical discussion, a p--type semiconductor

collector is used for ballistic hole spectroscopy, and the typically low barrier heights for
p–type semiconductors necessitate low–temperature measurements.

A ballistic hole

spectrum for Au/p-Si(100) obtained at 77K is shown in Figure XX(IO). Also shown is a
fit of the ballistic hole theory to the data,.

The sign of the collected current is not

arbitrary; a negative sign for the current indicates the collection of holes. The Schottky
barrier height Vb for this system is measured to be 0,35 eV, with only a small spread in
this value from point to point. It should be mentioned that the n and p barrier heights
measured at 77K add to 1.17 eV, which agrees well with the Si 77K bandgap value of 1.16
eV.

Derivatives of both the electron and hole spectra, both obtained at 77K, are shown in
Figure XX(11 ). The derivative of the ballistic hole spectrum maximizes and turns over
more quickly than that of the electron spectrum. This can be interpreted in terms of the
asymmetry between the collected distributions for electron and hole injection.

For the

hole case, the additional current per unit voltage is decreasing, causing the IC-.V spectrum
to inflect more quickly. A second feature to notice is the extremely sharp thresholds in
the derivatives, which is provided by data acquisition at low temperature.

For this and other ballistic hole spectra, R, values are larger than for the corresponding
electron spectra. In addition, the best fits to the data are obtained for the vacuum gap
parameters @ = 3 eV and s = 8 ~, whereas the values @ = 3 eV, s = 15 ~ were used for
electron spectra. This may be an indication that the tunneling formalism being used does
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not describe the energy distribution of tunneling electrons accurately, at least for tunneling
from sample to tip.

Ballistic hole spectroscopy is more sensitive to the details of the

tunneling distribution than is ballistic electron spectroscopy, since the collected carriers
come from the tail of the tunneling distribution. However, as with BEEM spectroscopy,
these considerations do not affect the quality of the fit near threshold or the determination
of the interface barrier height.

Although the conduction bands of Si and GaAs are quite different, the valence band
structures are similar. For both semiconductors, the valence band system is composed of
three separate bands, the light–hole, heavy--hole, and split–off bands. The light-- and
heavy–hole bands are degenerate at the center of the 13rillouin zone and define the p-type
Schottky barrier; away from the zone center, the mass of the light hole band increases
until the two bands are of essentially equal mass, but split by a. small energy difference.
The third band is non-degenerate at the zone center due to spin–orbit splitting,

In the case of Au/p-Si(100), this light–hole/heavy–hole splitting is only about 30 meV,
and is not resolved with the present apparatus; however, this is not the case for
Au/p–GaAs(100).

A ballistic hole spectrum of Au/p–GaAs(100) is shown in Figure

XX(1 2). Also plotted are two theoretical curves.

The first considers only a single

threshold at the valence band edge; the second includes the light--hole band, with the
approximation that this band changes abruptly from its light–hole mass to the heavy–hole
mass away from the zone center. [Ret the point of transition is obtained from Figure 47
of reference ZZ] It is apparent that this second fit agrees well with the threshold shape of
the experimental spectrum, while the first fit is poor at threshold. The measured barrier
height is 0.70 eV, while the effective splitting of the light– and heavy–hole band awa,y
from the zone center is about 100 meV, in good agreement with current values of this
splitting obtained by other methods.
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It should be noted that the simple phase space model which has been used to analyze
electron and hole spectra thus far would not predict the observation of the light hole band
in the Au/p–GaAs data.

The phase space for collection by the light–hole band is

completely within that for the heavy–hole band; therefore, there is no additional phase
space for collection when the onset of the light–hole band is reached. The assumption of
the phase–space model, that all carriers within the critical cone are collected, is therefore
inappropriate here; this would not allow additional current due to the light–hole band.
The additional current is expected, however, if there is quantum–mechanical reflection at
the interface which allows only a portion of the carriers within the critical cone to be
collected. A second channel for collection would then produce an increase in current. The
particular form of the QMR depends on the potential profile and mass change across the
interface. In fact, a mass cha,nge alone will produce a constant QMR term, even in the
absence of a change in potential,

‘l’he observation of both bands in the ballistic hole

spectrum, then, is a direct indication of QMR for this interface system.

A footnote to this discussion is that the split-off bands for both Si and GaAs should in
principle be observable. However, the masses of these bands are smaller than those of the
heavy–hole bands, and the increase in current due to them is difficult to detect. Their
contribution to the IC–V spectrum is not observed, but AC detection methods should
resolve these bands.

9,

SCATTERING SPECTROSCOPY RESULTS

‘l’he first application of the carrier scattering spectroscopy discussed previously was to the
interface systems
Au/GaAs(100).

which have been investigated by BEEM: Au/Si(100) and

The importance of these interfaces has already been emphasized; a

characterization of transport within the electrodes themselves is also of great importance
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to a complete understanding of the entire transport process. In addition, analysis of the
results of this scattering spectroscopy is aided by the previous characterization of
interface transport and the collection process, which is provided by the ballistic
spectroscopes which have already been discussed.

Figure XX( 13) displays two spectra obtained for Au/p–Si(100). The spectrum at positive
tip voltage is a ballistic hole spectrum similar to that in Figure XX(IO), with a threshold
which yields a Schottky barrier height of 0.35 eV.
spectrum of holes created by carrier scattering.

Shown at negative tip bias is a

In this case, the negative tip voltage

injects ballistic electrons into the sample, some of which scatter with equilibrium electrons
in the base and result in the creation of secondary electron–hole pairs. The secondary
electrons eventually decay to the Fermi level, but some of the secondary holes may be
collected by the Si valence band before they thermalize. The plotted spectrum is due to
these holes. Also shown is an expanded version of this scattering spectrum. It is clear
that the spectral shapes and the magnitudes of the currents are quite different for the
ballistic and scattering spectra. A theoretical curve is also shown, which was fit to the
data by adjustment of only an overall scaling factor reflecting the magnitude of the
current. Agreement with experiment is excellent. The scattering spectrum also exhibits a
threshold at 0.35 eV, the value of the Schottky barrier height for this system. This
observation of collected current well below the Si conduction band edge (eVb == 0.82 ev)
rules out any processes involving transport in the Si conduction band.

A similar experiment may also be performed for Au on p-GaAs(100). Since the barrier
height for this interface is roughly twice that of Au/p–Si, it provides a good test of the
theoretical description developed for the process. As shown in Figure XX(1 4), the spectra
are qualitatively similar to those for Si. This is to be expected, since this spectroscopy is
primarily a probe of processes with in base layer, independent of the collector. However,
30

the measured spectra do reflect aspects of the particular collector electrode used. Most
noticeably, the threshold is determined by the Au/p–GaAs Schottky barrier height, 0.70
eV. In addition, the current of scattered carriers for this system is smaller than that for
Au/p–Si, for equivalent voltages in excess of threshold. This is due to the smaller
fraction of phase space available for scattering and collection, and the ratios of the
currents for the two systems agrees well with that predicted by theory. This agreement
indicates that there is no large interface–specific contribution to the scattering process
itself.

‘This scattering spectroscopy has also been performed for n–t ype collectors, Here, injected
ballistic holes may scatter with equilibrium electrons in the base and create electron–hc)le
pairs, and the secondary electrons are collected in the conduction band of the n–type
semiconductor. Figure XX(15) shows ballistic and scattering spectra for Au/n–Si(lO()).
The threshold reflects the n–type Schottky barrier height of 0.82 eV. In this case, there is
good agreement of the theory with the data near threshold; however, the measured
collector current increases more rapidly at higher voltages than the theory predicts. ‘l’he
overall magnitude of the current is also surprisingly high, almost two orders of magnitude
higher than expected from the theory.

This may indicate that the initial electron

distribution is not correctly described by planar tunneling, a possibility which was also
raised earlier in connection with ballistic hole spectroscopy.
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10.

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has covered the basic concepts of ballistic carrier spectroscopes using the
STM, as well as an extension to the study of non–ballistic processes. BEEM and its
related techniques are extremely powerful probes of subsurface interfaces and of carrier
transport through materials and across these interfaces. BEEM provides the most precise
method available for the determination of Schottky barrier heights, and in addition is
sensitive to other characteristics of the interface band structure, such as effective mass
and satellite conduction minima.

The implementation of BEEM using S’I’M is a vital

aspect of the method, since the highly localized electron injection enables a corresponding
This implementation therefore provides an

spatial resolution of interface properties.

interface imaging capability, which has been used to reveal hitherto unknown
heterogeneity at semiconductor interfaces,

The theoretical description of BERM

spectroscopy has been discussed, as well as the implications of this theory for interface
imaging resolution.

The precision of barrier height measurements allows the determination of small changes in
barrier height due to such factors as strain or temperature change. Such measurements
are one important means for evaluating theories of interface formation.

BEEM also provides information on fundamental questions regarding carrier transport.
For instance, spectroscopy of interfaces formed on semiconductors with off–axis minima
should yield insight concerning the tunneling distribution, in E and k, of electrons in a
tip–plane geometry, as well as the much–argued notion of conservation of kt across a real
interface. Two of the methods for probing carrier transport through materials have been
presented in this chapter. The first, using conventional BEEM, involves the measurement
of collector current as a function of base thickness and a determination of a carrier
32

.

attenuation length. This measurement may also be performed for the case of off--axis
collector band minima, which should elucidate the contributions of elastic and inc]astic
scattering to the measured attenuation length.

The second method for the investigation carrier transport involves the usc of the
spectroscopy discussed in this chapter. This spectroscopy allows the first direct probe of
carrier-carrier scattering in materials, and can also be performed as a function of base
thickness, temperature and with off–axis collectors to provide a wealth of data

on carrier

scattering mechanisms. The theoretical treatment for this process yields good agrccmcmt
with experiment and , as in the case of IIEI{lM theory, may be built upon to incorporate
more complicated processes.
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RESULTS FIGURES

Figure 1

Au/Si spectrum / fit

Figure 2

derivative spectrum and fit for Au/Si

Figure 3

nok t conservation fit

Figure 4

attenuation length plot

Figure 5

Au/GaAs spectrum and fit

Figure 6

derivative spectrum and fit for Au/GaAs

Figure 7

Images of Au/Si

Figure 8

Spectra corresponding to Fig 7 image

Figure 9

Images of Au/Ga,As

Figure 10

Hole spectrum of Au/Si with fit

Figure 11

Derivatives of electron and hole spectra for Au/Si

Figure 12

Hole spectrum of Au/GaAs with fits

Figure 13

Ballistic and scattering spectra, Au/p–Si(100), with fit

Figure 14

Ballistic and scattering spectra, Au/p–GaAs(100), with fit

Figure 15

Ballistic and scattering spectra, Au/n–Si(]OO), with fit
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